Reception Home Learning
Thursday 18th June

Hello super stars! Are you having fun exploring different habitats around the world?
Here are some more fun activities to enjoy!
Wild Animals
1. It is so beautiful learning about habitats! It gives you the opportunity to explore our
amazing world! I know you have done lots of research about different animals in
different habitats so I have some questions for you:
-Why is it that a Lion cannot live in the North Pole?
- Why does a polar bear have thick, fluffy fur?
- Why is it that a horse cannot live in the ocean?
- Why is it that a whale cannot live in a lake?
Write your answers in your book or on paper. I am so excited to read your answers!!!
2. At Marvels Lane, we love to celebrate our uniqueness! We think that each one of us
is amazing because we are all special! Many of us come from different countries, have
different beliefs, cultures and languages. There are so many things that make us
precious and unique. What a great thing it is to be unique! What we do all have in
common at Marvels Lane School is that we all show each other love and respect! We
always try to be as kind as we can be! For this reason, I have chosen a book for you to
share with your family. I hope you enjoy it.

https://www.slideshare.net/emilyjarvie/ci350-its-okay-to-be-different-book
After the sharing this book draw a picture of yourself and say what makes you special and
unique.
3. I have a new challenge for you! We are going to talk about halving! But what does it
mean? Halving means dividing something into two equal parts. That means that you split
one thing into two identical parts. Now it is your turn to experiment with halving:
- Ask an adult to draw 4 (or more) different 2D shapes. Discuss how you can divide
them in half?
-Draw a round pizza, divide the pizza in half. Now what toppings could you put on each
half?
-Look around the house, what else could be divided in half? (please don’t break anything
in the house)
PS: If you feel very brave, you can investigate dividing things into four equal parts.
If you divide things into four equal parts you are making quarters!!! Amazing!!!! Have fun
with maths!
Have Fun, Love From Mrs Foddai, Mrs Deojee and Mrs Freeman

